of digital information, it is fun to see Hoyle's speculations from the mid-1950s of information transfer rates, starting with the "human mouth transmits information at some two words per second".
One can imagine the characters as they were then -no doubt with Hoyle as the brilliant, young British scientist and Willy Fowler of Caltech as the Pasadena genius. The astronomer royal of the time has been superseded in my mind by today's Martin Rees, just the brilliant theoretician needed to save the world. The original need for secrecy in the 1957 novel proved prescient for the withholding of information about the discovery of pulsars in 1968 for some weeks, when it was thought that Jocelyn Bell's bits of "scruff" might be signals from little green men. Since then, a protocol has been set up for how scientists should act and release information in case a believable signal is received from one of the projects in the search for extraterrestrial intelligence.
The rivalry among Palomar Observatory scientists, British theoreticians, and British and Australian radioastronomers has certainly evolved, but the basic pros and cons of their cooperation rings true.
Hoyle dwells on the relations between scientists and those in other fields. He was writing at the same time that C. P. Snow was formulating his lectures on 'The Two Cultures and the Scientific Revolution'. Hoyle's scientist may have quoted (actually, slightly misquoted, perhaps on purpose) Shakespeare's "Come kiss me, sweet and twenty/Life's a stuff will not endure" from Twelfth Night but we don't find nonscientists quoting, as Snow demanded, the second law of thermodynamics or its equivalent.
Iconoclastic Hoyle, of course, interspersed a variety of ideas through the book. For example, he pointed out the need for dense urban planning to survive the cold that would be caused when the cloud masked the sun. And I am sure he couldn't resist sticking in some backing for his steady-state theory: "'I would not agree that there ever was a first member', said the Cloud," speaking of its ancestry. "'Oh-ho, there we go. That's one in the eye for the exploding-universe boys'."
Students and the general public could learn some valid statistical ideas from the way the book's scientists analysed the incoming data: "It's no good doing a lot of experiments first and then discovering a lot of correlations afterwards … Otherwise it's like betting on a race after it's been done." Would that so much pseudoscience and alternative medicine were analysed in this way.
Hoyle may have pushed his speculations -including those about interstellar matter -too far in his later years, but his fertile mind came up with some lasting ideas as well, such as the one about energy levels in the carbon atom that led to our understanding of how most of the chemical elements form. 
